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 دقيقه 15: زمان پيشنهادي
 

 درس هفتم سال چهارم
 
 

 Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 
 

1- ……… the teacher explained the lesson several times, some of the students didn’t 
understand it. 

 1) Because 2) So that 3) Though 4) Since 

2- He hadn’t studied for the exam at all; ………, he passed it easily. 
 1) therefore 2) however 3) since 4) although 

3- ……… she is extremely rich, she is rather a lonely person. 
 1) Because 2) However 3) Although 4) As 

4- The hotel is in the city center with good ……… to the shops. 
 1) network 2) access 3) catalogs 4) media 

5- We had a long journey and arrived at our ……… tired and hungry. 
 1) destination 2) password 3) resource 4) catalog 

6- I called the operator and asked him to ……… me to the manager. 
 1) transfer 2) forward 3) connect 4) compute 

7- It started as a hobby, but it got so ……… that I had to keep on doing it. 
 1) basic 2) postal 3) unexpected 4) addictive 

8- Helen, if you don’t ……… up, we’ll miss the bus. 
 1) speed 2) log 3) burn 4) base 

9- Let me ……… you on what happened at yesterday’s meeting.  
 1) advertise 2) access 3) forward 4) update 

10- Bad planning, ……… with bad luck, ended in the project’s failure. 
 1) estimated 2) combined 3) mattered 4) composed 
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 Part B: Cloze Test 
 

 
 In the 1960s an organization called Oxfam started working on long-term development in 

many poor countries. It wanted to … (11) … the causes of hunger, poverty, and … (12) … . It 

wanted to … (13) … problems instead of trying to solve … (14) … after they start. At the same 

time, it continues to … (15) … food to the hungry, sick and homeless. 

 

11-  1) produce 2) return 3) advertise 4) attack 

12-  1) health 2) being rich 3) disease 4) being comfortable 

13-  1) prevent 2) describe 3) create 4) solve 

14-  1) it 2) other 3) them 4) even 

15-  1) organize 2) prepare 3) improve 4) provide 
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 Part C: Reading Comprehension 
 

 The seahorse is a very strange animal. It is a fish, but its head looks like a horse. The male 
takes care of the eggs until they hatch into baby fish. The seahorse swims “standing up.” Its eyes 
can move separately so 4TUit U4T can see everywhere at the same time. Its mouth is at the end of its nose. 
 The female seahorse 4TUdeposits U4T her eggs in a small pouch under the male’s tail. Then she swims 
away and never sees the male or her babies again. Six weeks later, the baby fish are born. 

 

16- The seahorse’s physical features are mainly ……… other fish. 
 1) better than 2) different from 3) worse than 4) similar to 

17- Care of the eggs until they hatch is done by ……… . 
 1) themselves 2) the male 3) the female 4) the parents 

18- The word ‘it’ in line 3 refers to ……… . 

 1) eyes 2) seahorse 3) everywhere 4) baby fish 

19- The word ‘deposit’ in line 4 is closest in meaning to ……… . 

 1) destroy 2) put 3) bake 4) boil 

20- The first paragraph mostly discusses ……… . 
 1) the unusual features of the seahorse 2) the different types of seahorses 

 3) why seahorses are successful creatures 4) how seahorses are similar to other fish 

 
 Winds are nothing but moving air. Of course, the places where the winds occur and the time 
when they blow depend on many factors. For example, the light from the sun falls on the earth and 
warms it in some places more than others. This warmth causes the air to have upward 4TUcurrents U4T and 
the air which is not warmed has to move in to replace 4TUit U4T. Other factors for having winds are the 
clouds which prevent the heat of the sun from reaching the earth under them, and the sea which is 
warmed by the sunlight differently from land. Wind, as well as light, heat and sound are capable of 
doing many things. Scientists call these different forms of energy. 

 

21- If the light of the sun warmed the sea and the land equally, the air ……… . 
 1) wouldn’t move  2) would become clean 

 3) wouldn’t become polluted 4) would move faster 

22- The clouds are among the factors which ……… . 
 1) cause winds 2) destroy heat 3) have light 4) produce air 

23- According to the passage, energy can ……… . 
 1) do only a little work  2) appear in different forms 

 3) replace the air and sound 4) warm the whole earth 
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24- The word “current” in line 3 means ……… . 

 1) warmth 2) places  3) reach 4) movement 

25- The underlined “it” refers to ……… . 
 1) current 2) warm air 3) cold air 4) warmth 
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